DNA sequencing by capillary electrophoresis.
Capillary electrophoresis has been under development for DNA sequencing since 1990. This development has traveled down two parallel tracks. The first track studied the details of DNA separation by gel electrophoresis. Early work stressed rapid separations at high electric fields, which reached the extreme of a 3.5 min sequencing run at 1200 V/cm. While fast separations are useful in clinical resequencing applications for mutation detection, long read-length is important in genomic sequencing. Unfortunately, sequence read-length degrades as electric field and sequencing speed increases; this tradeoff between read-length and sequencing speed appears to be a fundamental result of the physics of DNA separations in a polymer. The longest sequence sequencing read-lengths have been obtained at modest electric fields, high temperature, and with low concentration noncrosslinked polymers. In parallel with our understanding of DNA separations, the second track of DNA sequencing development considered the design of large-scale capillary instruments, wherein hundreds of DNA samples can be sequenced in parallel. Real-world application of these very high throughput capillary electrophoresis systems will require significant investment in sample preparation technology.